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Hello.
You’ve just opened one of four books in a series on CRM systems from the #1 CRM solution in the world, Salesforce. 

100% cloud, social, and mobile, Salesforce has led the revolution in sales, service, and marketing by helping companies 

of all sizes connect employees, partners, and customers like never before.

Here’s a full list of titles in this series designed to help you get started with a CRM solution that’s right for you.

• How a CRM Solution Helps Your Business Grow

• How Social CRM Connects You to Customers

• How CRM Helps Small Businesses

• How to Decide Which CRM Solution is Right For You
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Beyond the Handshake

You’ve likely heard the saying, “Business 

begins with a handshake.”

      

It sounds so simple. But once a customer 

relationship is established, the challenge 

is to maintain it. And that’s easier said 

than done, especially considering that as 

a business grows, its operations become 

more complex.

Smart business owners understand 

that growth means it’s time to choose 

a technology solution that is affordable, 

boosts productivity, and helps them 

keep up with customers. One option is 

a customer relationship management 

system (CRM).

A CRM solution can help every customer 

communication feel personal, no matter 

how big or busy your business gets. 

And the right customer relationship 

management system will help you build 

and scale your business, while easing 

growing pains.

Read on to learn more about CRM for 

small business, the types of CRM systems 

available, and how a CRM solution can 

help you build a bigger and better 

company.

Quick Facts:

Nearly 30% of growing small
businesses consider CRM a priority.

From 2010 to 2012, CRM cloud 
application use grew from 34% to 55%.

Source:
Gartner Inc., Market Share Snapshot: CRM Software, 2011, 4.26.12

30%
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A CRM system allows businesses to manage customer 

relationships, including the data and information 

associated with them. With CRM, you can store 

customer and prospect contact information, accounts, 

leads and sales opportunities in one central location.

      

When a new business begins, it’s easier to manage 

customers without a CRM system. There are fewer 

contacts and not much history yet. But information 

grows fast as the business moves forward and 

employees can quickly get overwhelmed. 

Meanwhile, processes also tend to evolve, bringing 

more people into the loop. 

Deals go much faster when your employees can get 

instant information on potential sales deals, marketing 

campaigns, and account updates. CRMs are especially 

helpful for small businesses, where a team of just a 

few people often does the work of many. The virtual 

paper trail of a CRM system holds everyone involved 

accountable, even the customer.

little blurb or much marger 

The right CRM system handles multiple tasks 
and serves as a central dashboard for:

• Sales
• Marketing     
• Customer service and support
• Finding and sharing critical information fast 
• Tracking customer responses
• Assigning tasks to employees

What is a CRM System?
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little blurb or much marger 

How a CRM Solution Helps Your Business Grow

The demand is for subscription CRM systems in the cloud:

Over 40% of small businesses 
planning to purchase solutions 
in those areas in December 2012 
planned cloud deployments.

Over 30% of small businesses that purchased 
or upgraded collaboration, marketing 
automation, business intelligence, and data 
backup during 2011 and 2012 chose cloud. 

(SMB Group 2012 Small & Medium Businesses Routes to Market Study)

When choosing a CRM system, there are two different 

options to consider: on-premise systems or on-demand/

subscription systems (also known as cloud-based).

On -Premise CRM Systems

These systems can be costly to build and maintain. They 

typically require up -front investment and ongoing costs 

for:

•  Hardware and software

• IT professionals

•  On- site square footage

On- Demand/Subscription CRM Systems

These systems are cost-efficient to start up and maintain. 

They are managed digitally by a team of experts on an 

internet connected platform, ideally in the cloud:

• No hardware and software

• No IT team needed

• Management takes place off-site

The Traditional Types of CRM
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A CRM system helps your business grow because it tracks 

the history of customer interactions.

Why is this important?    

Because tracking is everything. From calls made and 

emails sent, to meetings held, presentations delivered, and 

even the next steps needed to close the deal or grow that 

customer account.

      

To run smoothly, your business needs customer 

relationship data that’s automatically updated, with instant 

access for employees, and provides a full history of all 

communications, meetings, and documents shared. 

With a CRM system, your business can store every 

customer, every lead, all of their contact info, preferences, 

and history   so your conversations are always personal, 

relevant, and up- to- date.

     

Outgrowing the old ways to work   

While there are many options for noting customer contact 

info, including spreadsheets, and pen and paper, these 

methods don’t give a complete picture of the relationship. 

Simply listing your customers and potential leads isn’t 

going to track their latest conversations with your sales 

team. Plus, such approaches are difficult to scale and 

manage as you grow. Manual data entry burns money and 

man hours, and lacks the on-demand access your people 

need, especially those involved directly with customers. 

How a CRM Solution Helps Growth
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Great customer relationships are the bedrock of a thriving 
business and the key to your success. 

Manage those relationships better and your earning 
potential should skyrocket. With the right CRM, business 
owners can spend time building deeper relationships 
instead of worrying about how valuable information might 
slip through the cracks. 

No matter what your business, industry, or company size is, 
customer relationship management is the foundation for 
success.

Learn more about CRM solutions from Salesforce at 
salesforce.com/au.      

Building a Solid Foundation
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See Demo Get StartedLearn More

SALES SOLUTIONS THAT WILL MAKE 
YOUR BUSINESS MORE PRODUCTIVE
If you want to grow your sales and establish a transparent sales process, you 
need an easy-to-use Customer Relationship Management system. Salesforce 
allows you to store customer and prospect contact information, accounts, 
leads, and sales opportunities in one central location.

26%
improved
win rate

28%
increase 
in sales

36%
increased sales
productivity
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